Principles of the human body functioning and their applications in integrative medicine (review)

Abstract
A new developing branch of medicine – Integrative Medicine - gains popularity in the world. Thousands of doctors are using this approach in their practice helping people to be healthy till very long age. Hundreds of papers are being published discussing different methods and technologies. In this paper we present review of the overall principles of body functioning related to Integrative Medicine, which allows to understand the scope of applications of different treatment modalities.

Introduction
Throughout the history of modern science, scientists have tried to understand the principles that govern the operation of the human body. They have always done so on the basis of existing concepts, such as the current accepted ruling paradigm. In the XVII – XIIXth centuries, the human body was compared with mechanisms, functioning on the basis of Newtonian principles. In the XXth century, biochemical principles came to the forefront, supported to some extent by the electrical; in the XXIst century, the temptation is to reduce all the roots of health problems to genetics, but this approach has not been justified. At last, we have come to the understanding that all these principles operate simultaneously, and all of them are equally important, and influence each other. Chemical agents circulate in the body, controlled by electrical signals, while factoring the effects of genetics and local environmental conditions. These principles have been accepted by a new developing branch of medicine – Integrative Medicine. It is defined by the Consortium of Academic Health Centers for Integrative Medicine as “an approach to the practice of medicine that makes use of the best-available evidence taking into account the whole person (body, mind and spirit), including all aspects of lifestyle.”

Concepts of scientific integrative medicine include (i) negative feedback regulation, maintaining stability of the body’s monitored variables; (ii) homeostats, which compare information about monitored variables with algorithms for responding; (iii) multiple effectors, enabling compensatory activation of alternative effectors and primitive specificity of stress response patterns; (iv) effector sharing, accounting for interactions among homeostats and phenomena such as hyperglycemia attending gastrointestinal bleeding and hyponatremia attending congestive heart failure; (v) stress, applying a definition as a state rather than as an environmental stimulus or stereotyped response; (vi) distress, using a noncircular definition that does not presume pathology; (vii) allostatics, corresponding to adaptive plasticity of feedback-regulated systems; and (viii) allostatic load, explaining chronic degenerative diseases in terms of effects of cumulative wear and tear.

Detailed discussion of the methods and therapies utilized in Integrative Medicine may be found in here I want to discuss the overall principles of body functioning related to Integrative Medicine. The body is an open system, constantly exchanging matter, energy and information with the environment, ranging from individuals, like ourselves, to the level of the universe; dependent on the absorbed water, air, and food; and, as has now been established, on the wide range of unseen fields of natural and man-made origin. One cannot isolate people from their environment. Similarly, the workings of the kidneys or the stomach cannot be considered without taking into account the activity of the organism as a whole. At the same time, we have not yet addressed the influence of consciousness and soul upon the physical body and won’t for a while as scientific studies on this matter have only recently begun.

Speaking of the body from a conceptual point of view, we can simplistically distinguish three main operational levels: external material and information factors, the control loop, and the level of executive systems. The following can be attributed to the external material and information factors:

- The information field of the universe;
- The information field of human consciousness;
- Informational influence of society and people on each other;
- Individual human responses, emotions and stress;
- Effects of food and water;
- The impact of natural and technological fields;
- The level of trace elements accumulated in the body;
- Chemical and radiation pollution;
- Viruses, bacteria, parasites, worms, fungi, mold and other living entities that cause trouble;
- Influence of geophysical conditions of the environment and habitats.

Marked effects are processed by the loop of response and management, which consists of three main systems:

- The nervous system (the brain as part of the nervous system);
- The endocrine system; and
- The immune system.

These systems control the entire human physiology. They respond to all the attacks coming from the external environment and react to changes in external conditions, struggling to cope with the food consumed while reflecting our emotional and stress responses. And so it goes on 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for years on end. We know that the body can work for 100 + years and the number of people who have reached this level in the world is constantly growing. There are talks that this period may be extended to 130–140 years, but so far it has remained in the domain of wishful thinking. And also,
there is the question whether it is advisable to live so long. You will be tired after all... The main thing is to stay active in your old age and do not lie down for decades as a vegetable.

As with any control system, the distinguished triad (nervous-endocrine-immune) accumulates errors that affect normal operations — that is, the state of health. This mainly occurs when a person is under the influence of harmful factors over a period of many years. Harmful factors include consistently consuming fast food products and chemicals, often working on the night shift or living in a state of permanent stress. The body resists for a long time, but eventually succumbs. Recovery is possible, but it requires much time and great effort.

Sometimes, for unknown reasons, the system malfunctions. The immune system begins to fight with its own cells, and there is a complex class of autoimmune diseases. In some cases, it depends on the genetic predetermination, but mostly it remains a mystery to modern medicine. It can only register the fact of damage, and then attempt to block the process with strong chemicals. Decoding the genome was the greatest achievement of science, but the assurance that this would allow us to overcome all diseases has not been justified. Attempts to turn genetics into a business and register patents on individual genes, have, fortunately, failed. Everything is much more difficult than was envisaged by linear-minded biologists. There is no aging gene or gene of genius. The situation is much more complex. (Though there are a number of genes that define predisposition to certain diseases, for example, breast cancer). In short, instead of a cavalry charge, it has been necessary to organize a slow attack.

Much attention is paid now to the direction called epigenetics, the process of the expression of genes influenced by external factors. That is important not only for the genes which are in the genome but whether they will be turned on at some stage in life. This largely depends on the influence of the environment. If once revealed, a new feature may be transferred by inheritance. Science, at this exciting new stage, has come to recognize the ideas of Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744–1829) that accumulated traits may be inherited. This idea had been completely driven under-ground by the pressure of Darwinism. Lamarck was mocked and forgotten (although his monument stands in Paris). The situation is much more complex. (Though there are a number of genes that define predisposition to certain diseases, for example, breast cancer). In short, instead of a cavalry charge, it has been necessary to organize a slow attack.

The term Integration medicine originated out of a group convened by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Alternative Medicine in the early 1990s in an attempt to provide an organizing schema for a wide range of healing practices, often referred to as energy medicine or bioenergetic therapies. This is the most sensitive level and responds both to the material and informational influences. Deregulation at this level may cause an inability of mitochondria to generate energy, and people will consequently suffer from low energy, having all classical parameters in the normal range (typical for chronic fatigue). Treatment of problems at this level should be done using devices and methods of Quantum Medicine. These are first of all different devices using all spectrum of light – from UV to infrared, both non-coherent and laser. The biophysical principles of light interaction with biological tissues are the topic of intensive scientific studies. Next group of quantum devices are apparatus using low intensity electromagnetic waves of different frequencies. Between them one of the most efficient line of devices using Extremely High Frequencies (EHF) in the Gigahertz range. EHF therapy studies the mechanisms of action on living organism of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) of millimetric type (1-10 mm) at high-frequency (30-300 GHz) of low intensity, and medical practice that uses the effects of these electromagnetic waves as a treatment of various disorders.
At the Chemical level we see a deregulation of different molecular agents operating in the body: from neurotransmitters to catecholamines, hormones, etc. This is very important as all our functioning levels depend on their production. Modern medicine has many instruments to detect problems here and all allopathic medicine is designed to influence the chemical processes directly. In many cases, without the involvement of the previous levels, the modern treatment does not allow to remove the cause of the problem and, hence, can transform the illness into a chronic situation. When all the previous levels are deregulated for a long time, symptoms appear. As we see, this is the last stage of a long-lasting drama and, at this point, people often begin feeling the effects. This is usually when people eventually reach out to doctors. However, if we want to have an effective treatment process, we need to address all the levels simultaneously. In short, the more differential the combination of all the available methods of treatment are used, the better the results.

Conclusion

In the XXth century medicine achieved tremendous results: a lot of grave deceases was successfully treated and practically vanished in civilized countries. Heart and liver transplants became everyday operations. We can write the long list of great achievements. At the same time new problems emerged and with them new understanding of the human health and well-being. Integrative Medicine approach should serve as one of the branches of modern medicine, helping to solve the problem of developing healthy and happy population.
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